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HALF YEARLY EXAM – 2017
MODEL QUESTION PAPER – I
CLASS 11TH TIME : 2.30HRS

MARKS : 90

MATHEMATICS
PART-I (20MARKS)

All questions are compulsory
Choose the correct answer.
1. If [2x-1]

= [1 3] then the value of x is

10. If 2x+3y=0and 3x-2y=0 are equations of two diameters of circle then its
centre is
A) (1,-2) B) (2,3)
C) (0,0)
D) (-3,2)
11. If sin =0 then is
A) n
B) (2n+1)
C) –
D) ) –
12. One radian is equal to (in terms of degree)
A)

20x1=20

B)

C)

D)

13. The value of [.5] is
A) 0.5
B) 1 C) 0.1
D) 0
14. The range of function sinx
A) (0> ) B) (0>1) C) (-1>1)

D) ()
A) 5
B) 2
C) 3
D) 4
15. (cos2x)=?
2. If A is a square matrix of order n the |kA| is
A) k|A|
B) –k|A|
C) –kn|A| D) kn|A|
A) sin2x B) –sin2x C) cos2x D) 2cosx
3. If =2 + -8 and = +3 -4 then the magnitude of +
16.x
0+
=?
A) 13 B) 13/3
C) 3/13
D) 4/13
2
2
2
4. The value of cos +cos +cos is
A) ½ B) 0 C) -1 D) 1
A) 2
B) 1
C) -1
D) 0
17.
dx =?
5. The sum of the coefficients of expansion of (1-x)n is
A) 0
B) 1
C) 100 D) 1024
A)
+c B) x-2log(x+1)+c C)
log(x+1)+c D) x=2log(1+x)+c
6. A polygon has 14 diagonals then the number of its side is
18.
=? A) (cosx+sinx)+c B) (cosx-sinx)+c C)(sinx-cosx)+c
A) 11
B) 7 C) 8
D) 12
a
b
c
D)
cosx+c
7. If a, b, c are in A.P. then 3 , 3 , 3 are in
19. The general solution of tan =tan A) n
B)
C) n
D)
A) A.P.
B) G.P.
C) H.P.
D) A.P. & G.P.
8. The A.M., G.M. and H.M. b/w two positive numbers a and b are equal then
20. The derivative of f(x) =x2, |x| at x=0 is A) 0 B) -2 C) -1 D) 1
A) a=b
B) ab=1
C) a>b
D) a<b
9. If the equation of straight line is y=
+4 then the angle made by the
straight line with positive direction of x-axis is
A) 45 B) 30 C) 60
D) 90
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PART-II (14MARKS)

34. Find the nth partial sum of the series

NOTE :- (i) Answer any seven questions (ii) Q.No.24 is compulsory.
21. Find the value of determinant

without using

expansion.
22. Show that the points whose position vectors
are collinear.
23. If nC4=nC6, find 12Cn .
24. If x is large and positive, show that

35. Find ‘a’so that straight lines x-6y+a=0, 2x+3y+4=0 and x+4y+1=0 may be
concurrent.
36. Show that 4sinA sin(60o+A).sin(60o-A) = sin3A.
37. If x is real, prove that
lies b/w and 1.
38. Prove: y`= u(x) v`(x) + v(x) u`(x)
39. Integrate with respect to x

-

=

.

40. Prove that cos =

PART-IV (35MARKS)

25. Find the parametric equation of circle
26. If A+B+C= prove that sin2A+sin2B+sin2C = 4sinAsinBsinC
NOTE :- (i) Answer all the questions.
27. Draw the graphs of logarithmic functions 1) f(x) =log2x 2) f(x) =logex 3)
41. a) Prove that
f(x) =log3x

=

OR

28. Compute
29. Find the second derivative of function log(logx)
30. Provide the four methods of integration.

PART-III (21MARKS)

b) Examine whether the vectors
are
coplanar.
42. a) Find the term independent of x (constant term) in expansion of

NOTE :- (i) Answer any seven questions (ii) Q.No.38 is compulsory.
31. Show that

=

32. If a point P in space has coordinate (x,y,z) then its position vector is
and
| |=
where , , are unit vectors along OX, OY and OZ
respectively. Prove.
33. Using binomial theorem find

b) If pth and qth terms of a H.P.

OR
are p and q respectively, show that (pq)th

term is 1.
43. a) The equation of the sides of the triangle are
. Find the coordinates of orthocenter of triangle.
OR
b) Find the equation of the circle passes through (1,1) and cuts
orthogonally at each of the circles
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44. a) If A+B=45o, show that (1+tanA)(1+tanB)=2 and deduce the value of
tan

.
OR
b) Prove by mathematical induction 72n+16n-1 is divisible by 64.

, where x>0.

45. a) Solve tan-1
OR
b)If

, prove that range of function f(x) =

is

46. a) Prove : The derivative of cosx is –sinx
OR
o
o
b) In a
A=35 17`, C=45 13`, b=42.1. Solve the triangle.
47. a) If

, prove that

b) Integrate with respect to x

OR

.
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